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Abstract
In this paper we propose a Bayesian nonparametric prior for time-varying networks. To each
node of the network is associated a positive parameter, modeling the sociability of that node.
Sociabilities are assumed to evolve over time, and are modeled via a dynamic point process
model. The model is able to (a) capture smooth evolution of the interaction between nodes,
allowing edges to appear/disappear over time (b) capture long term evolution of the sociabilities
of the nodes (c) and yield sparse graphs, where the number of edges grows subquadratically with
the number of nodes. The evolution of the sociabilities is described by a tractable time-varying
gamma process. We provide some theoretical insights into the model and apply it to three real
world datasets.
1 Introduction
We are interested in time series settings, where we observe the evolution of interactions among
objects over time. Interactions may correspond for example to friendships in a social network,
and we consider a context where interactions may appear/disappear over time and where, at a
higher level, the sociability of the nodes may also evolve over time. Early contributions to the
statistical modeling of dynamic networks date back to [1] and [2], building on continuous-time
Markov processes, see [3] for a review. More recently, many authors have been interested in
constructing dynamic extensions of popular static models such as the stochastic block-model, the
infinite relational model, the mixed-membership model or the latent space models [4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
In this paper, we propose a Bayesian nonparametric model for dynamic networks. Bayesian
nonparametric methods offer a flexible framework for modeling networks with unknown latent
structure [9, 10, 11, 12]. Here we build and generalize the model proposed by Caron and Fox [13]
for sparse graphs. We assume that each node i has a sociability parameter wti > 0, and that the
set of connections between individuals at time t = 1, 2, . . . , is represented by a point process
Zt =
∑
i,j
ztijδ(θi,θj)
where ztij = 1 if individuals i and j are connected, and 0 otherwise, and the θi are unique node
indices. As shown in [13], the use of such a representation allows one to generate both sparse and
dense graphs, potentially with power-law behavior. See also [14, 15, 16, 17] for further mathematical
analysis of this class of network models and the development of models within this framework.
The dynamic point process Zt is obtained as follows. We assume that new interactions between
pairs of nodes i and j arise from a Poisson distribution with rate wtiwtj . Each of these interactions
has a lifetime distributed from a geometric distribution, representing the time the two individuals
remember it. Once these two individuals do not have any past interaction in memory, they loose
their connection. This model is very appealing and intuitive. Two individuals may have a number
of different types of interactions via emails, meetings, social networks, on the phone, etc ... As long
as two individuals have had some interaction in the past, they consider themselves as connected.
When they do not have any new interaction, after some time, the social link between the two
individuals disappears.
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In Section 2, we describe the statistical model in detail. In Section 3, we show how to sample
exactly from the dynamic graph model using an urn construction. We characterise the posterior
distribution of the model in Section 4. In Section 5 we present illustrations of our approach to three
different dynamic networks with thousands of nodes and edges.
2 Dynamic statistical network model
We first describe the model for the latent interactions then the time-varying sociability parameters.
The model is shown in Figure 1.
2.1 Dynamic network model based on latent interactions
Conditionally on the sociability parameters (wti)t=1,...,T,i=1,2,..., we associate each pair of nodes
with interaction counts (ntij)t=1,2,...T,j≥i such that ntij = noldtij +nnewtij , where noldtij correspond to the
number of past interactions which are still remembered, and nnewtij to the number of new interactions
at time t. We assume nold1ij = 0 and for t = 2, . . . , T , noldtij |nt−1ij ∼ Binomial
(
nt−1ij , e−ρ∆t
)
with pi = e−ρ∆t ∈ [0, 1] the forgetting parameter and nnewtij ∼ Poisson(2wtiwtj) if i 6= j while
nnewtij ∼ Poisson(wtiwtj) if i = j. We also assume that ntij = ntji for j < i. Two nodes are
connected at time t if ntij > 0, hence:
Zt =
∞∑
i=1
∞∑
j=1
1(ntij>0)δ(θtiθtj).
We further derive some results which shed some light on the dynamic process. Marginalizing out
the interaction counts ntij , we obtain for i 6= j (assume for simplicity that ∆t = 1)
Pr(ztij = 1|(wt−k,i, wt−k,j)k=0,...,t−1) = 1− exp (−2λtij) (1)
where λtij =
∑t−1
k=0 e
−kρwt−k,iwt−k,j , an arithmetic average with exponentially decaying weights
which correspond to the process by which past interactions are forgotten . Conditional on the
sociability parameter, we have for i 6= j
Pr(ztij = 1|zt−1,ij = 1, (wt−k,i, wt−k,j)k=0,...,t−1) = 1− e
−2e−ρλt−1,ij − e−2λt−1,ij
1− e−2wtiwtj e
−2wtiwtj (2)
Pr(ztij = 1|zt−1,ij = 0, (wt−k,i, wt−k,j)k=0,...,t−1) = 1− e−2wtiwtj (3)
The proof follows directly from thinning properties of the Poisson distribution.
The decay rate ρ tunes the rate of disappearance of edges over time. Large values of decay rate
result in small life times of past interactions, and higher probability of the disappearance of an
existing edge.
2.2 A dependent gamma process for the sociability parameter
The latent sociabilities are modeled through a time-dependent random measure Wt =
∑∞
i=1 wtiδθi .
Using the construction in [18], used in [19], we aim at constructing a dependent sequence (Wt)
which marginally follows a gamma process, i.e. Wt ∼ ΓP(α, τ, λα) where α > 0, τ > 0 and λα is
the Lebesgue measure restricted to [0, α]. To do this, we introduce an auxiliary random measure Ct
with conditional law:
Ct|Wt =
∞∑
k=1
ctkδθtk and ctk|Wt ∼ Poisson(φωtk)
where φ > 0 is a dependence parameter. Larger values of φ > 0 imply higher dependence between
the processes, see [19] for details.
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Figure 1: Graphical representation of the model. The chain of the time varying sociabilities
comprises the upper bit of the weight evolutions while the lower bit of the {nt}’s is the latent part
of interactions.
Proposition 1 [19] Suppose the law of Wt is ΓP(α, τ, λα). The conditional law of Wt given Ct is
then:
Wt|Ct =
∞∑
k=1
wtkδθtk +Wt∗ (4)
where Wt∗ and {wtk}∞k=1 are all mutually independent. The law of Wt∗ is given by a gamma process,
while the masses are conditionally gamma,
Wt∗ ∼ ΓP(α, τ + φ, λα) wtk|Ct ∼ Gamma(ctk, τ + φ) (5)
The idea, inspired by [18], is to define the conditional law ofWt+1 givenWt and Ct to be independent
of Wt and to coincide with the conditional law of Wt given Ct as in Proposition 1. In other words,
define
Wt+1|Ct =
∞∑
k=1
wt+1,kδθtk +Wt+1∗ (6)
where Wt+1∗ ∼ ΓP(α, τ + φ, λα) and wt+1,k ∼ Gamma(ctk, τ + φ) are mutually independent. If the
prior law of Wt is ΓP(α, τ, λα), the marginal law of Wt+1 will be ΓP(α, τ, λα) as well when both
Wt and Ct are marginalized out, thus maintaining stationarity. Note that by using the Lebesgue
measure on [0, α], Wt has support in [0, α], and the number of points in Zt is finite almost surely.
The parameter α tunes the overall size of the network.
(a) φ = 20 (b) φ = 2000
Figure 2: Social parameters over time using the time-varying gamma process model with α = 3,
τ = 1, T = 100. The parameter φ tunes the correlation between the weights over time. A small
value (left) enables the weights to evolve quickly over time, while a large value (right) forces the
weights to evolve smoothly over time.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the sociabilities (wtk) for different values of φ. We see that a
large value of φ results in a slow rate of evolution, i.e. the sociabilities evolve smoothly over time.
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(a) t = 100 (b) t = 120 (c) t = 140
(d) t = 160 (e) t = 180 (f) t = 200
Figure 3: Dynamic network sampled from our model with α = 5, τ = 1, φ = 50, T = 200 and
ρ = 0.1. The size of each node is proportional to the degree of that node at a given time. The
model allows for both the appearance/disappearance of edges over time, and a smooth evolution of
the sociability of the nodes.
Indeed, it can be shown that
E[Wt+1|Wt] = φ
φ+ τ
Wt +
τ
φ+ τ
λα.
We now summarize the influence of the different parameters in the model:
• φ tunes the correlation of the sociabilities of each node over time; larger values correspond to
higher correlation and smoother evolution of the weights;
• τ is a global scaling parameter that tunes the overall level of the sociabilities, and thus the
size of the network;
• α tunes the variability between the sociability parameters; lower values correspond to higher
variability;
• ρ tunes the rate at which edges may disappear; larger values correspond to faster disappearance.
3 Properties and simulation
3.1 Sparsity
Let Nt,α and N
(e)
t,α be respectively the number of nodes and the number of edges at time t for a
given value α. Then, under our model, the dynamic network is sparse in the sense that
lim
α→∞
N
(e)
t,α
N2t,α
= 0 almost surely. (7)
Proof. We provide here a sketch of the proof. Following [13], we first show that N (e)t,α increases
quadratically with α a.s., then Nt,α increases super-linearly.
By construction, the point process Zt is jointly exchangeable in the sense of [20]. Hence, following
arguments in [13, Appendix A3], the number of edges scales quadratically with α a.s. The new
interactions nnewtij are drawn from the same (static) model as in [13], with a gamma process, and so
applying Theorem 7 in the same paper, the number of nodes involved in these interactions increases
a.s. super-linearly with α. Hence the overall number of nodes at time t increases a.s. super-linearly
with α.
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3.2 Exact simulation of the dynamic graph in the discrete-time model
First note that it is possible to sample from the Markov chain of latent counts C1 → C2 → . . .
exactly. Given Ct =
∑Kt
i=1 ctiδθi , with Kt equal to the number of nodes present at time t and
cti > 0, we can sample ct+1i using the Gamma-Poisson distribution. More specifically:
Wt+1|Ct =
Kt∑
i=1
wt+1iδθi +Wt+1∗ Ct+1|Wt+1 =
Kt∑
j=1
ct+1jδθj + Ct+1∗
with wt+1i|Ct ∼ Gamma(cti, τ + φ),Wt+1∗ ∼ ΓP(α, τ + φ, λα) and ct+1i|Wt+1 ∼ Poisson(φwt+1i).
The set of new atoms in Ct+1, can be generated by first sampling total mass wt+1∗ ∼ Gamma(α, τ + φ),
then ct+1∗ ∼ Poisson(φwt+1∗), and finally obtain the partition of ct+1∗ using the CRP(α).
Now assume that we have sampled the latent (C1, C2, . . .) and want to sample the dynamic
network. Note that Wt given Ct and Ct−1 takes the following form
Wt =
K∑
i=1
wtiδθ∗i +Wt∗
where θ∗i are the points such that Ct({θ∗i }) + Ct−1({θ∗i }) > 0, wti ∼ Gamma(cti + ct−1,i, τ + 2φ)
and Wt∗ is a gamma process with parameters (α, τ + 2φ). Note that Wt∗ contains only atoms that
are alive at time t and not present at any other time. Let c∗ =
∑K
i=1 cti + ct−1,i. We can write:
Wt|Ct, Ct−1 ∼ ΓP
(
α+ c∗, τ + 2φ,
λα +
∑K
i=1(cti + ct−1i)δθ∗i
α+ c∗
)
We can sample the new interactions at time t using the following urn scheme:
1. Sample the total mass w∗t ∼ Gamma(α+ c∗, τ + 2φ)
2. Sample the number of new interactions d∗t =
∑
ij n
new
tij + n
new
tji at time t d∗t ∼ Poisson
(
w∗ 2t
)
3. For k = 1, . . . , d∗t and j = 1, 2
Utkj |Wt i.i.d∼ µt = Wt
Wt(Θ)
Dt =
d∗t∑
k=1
δ(Uk1,Uk2).
Dt represents the set of nodes that were chosen to construct the edges in the graph at time t
along with their multiplicity mi =
∑Nt
j=1 n
new
tij + n
new
tji , i = 1, . . . , Nt with Nt being the total
number of (unique) nodes chosen at time t.
In practice we cannot sample from the Gamma process, i.e. Wt|Ct, Ct−1 since it is a CRM of
infinite activity. However, we can integrate out the normalized CRM µt and derive a conditional
distribution of the nodes U ′n+1 as they are being sampled sequentially to construct the graph.
More specifically, following [13]’s notation we let (U ′1, . . . , U ′2d∗t ) = (U11, U12, . . . , Ud∗t 1, Ud∗t 2).
As µt is discrete with probability 1, the variable U ′1, . . . , U ′n take k ≤ n distinct values U˜ ′j with
multiplicites 1 ≤ mj ≤ n. Sample U ′k, k = 1, . . . , 2d∗t using the following urn scheme
U ′n+1|U ′1, . . . , U ′n ∼
λα
α+ c∗ + n
+
1
α+ c∗ + n
n∑
k=1
δU ′k +
1
α+ c∗ + n
K∑
i=1
(cti + ct−1i)δθ∗i
4. (U ′2k−1, U
′
2k) for k = 1, . . . , d
∗
t gives the set of new interactions
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4 Posterior characterization
In this section, we consider the posterior characterization and MCMC inference for parameters and
hyperparameters of interest in model. In practice, we will only consider the values of the weights and
latents at some locations θ∗i , i = 1, . . . ,K, and write wti = Wt({θ∗i }), i = 1, . . . ,K, the weights at
those locations, and wt∗ = Wt(Θ\{θ∗1 , . . . , θ∗K}). That is, {θ∗i }Ki=1 is the set of unique nodes observed
in the T locations. Note that a node is observed at a time location t when it is associated with at
least one connection. Similarly, we write cti = Ct({θ∗i }), i = 1, . . . ,K and ct∗ = Ct(Θ\{θ∗1 , . . . , θ∗K}).
Let w˜t = (wt1, . . . , wtK , wt∗) and c˜t = (ct1, . . . , ctK , ct∗). Note that in general ct∗ 6= 0. Let Nt ≤ K
be the number of observed nodes at time location t and define Dt =
∑K
i,j=1 ntijδ(θi,θj) and
mti =
∑K
j=1(ntij + ntji) ≥ 0. Note that mtj = 0 ∀j /∈ {θ∗1 , . . . , θ∗K} ∩ {θ1, . . . , θNt}.
Theorem 2 Let {θ∗1 , . . . , θ∗K},K ≥ 0, be the union of support points of Dt, t = 1, . . . , T such that
Dt =
∑K
i,j=1 ntijδ(θi,θj). Let mti =
∑K
j=1(n
new
tij + n
new
tji ) ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . ,K. The conditional
distribution of Wt given Dt, Ct−1 and Ct is equivalent to the distribution of
wt∗
∞∑
i=1
P˜tiδθ˜i +
K∑
i=1
wtiδθ∗i
where θ˜i ∼ H, and the weights (P˜i)i=1,2,..., with P˜1 > P˜2 > . . . and
∑∞
i=1 P˜i = 1, are distributed from
a Poisson-Kingman distribution [21, Definition 3 p.6] with Lévy intensity ρ(dw) = w−1e−τwdw,
conditional on wt∗
(P˜ti)|wt∗ ∼ PK(ρ|wt∗).
The weights (wt1, . . . , wtK , wt∗) are jointly dependent conditional on Dt with the following posterior
distribution:
p(wt1, . . . , wtK , wt∗|Dt, {cti}Ki=1, {ct−1i}Ki=1, ct∗, ct−1∗)
∝
[ K∏
i=1
w
mti+cti+ct−1i−1
ti
]
e−(
∑K
i=1 wti+wt∗)
2−(τ+2φ)∑Ki=1 wti × g∗(wt∗)
where g∗(wt∗) =
w
ct∗+ct−1∗
t∗ e
−2φwt∗g(wt∗)∫∞
0
wct∗+ct−1∗e−2φwdw
is a gamma tilted stable distribution and g is the distribution
of the total mass of a Gamma process.
The proof builds on the Palm formula for Poisson random measures via a limiting approach and it
is similar to the posterior characterization in the work by [13] and found in Theorem 12 of their
paper. It is also similar to other posterior characterizations in Bayesian nonparametric models
[22, 23, 24] and [25]. We use a Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithm for posterior inference. The
algorithm is described in the supplementary material.
5 Application
We illustrate the use of the model on three dynamic network datasets.
Reuters terror news dataset Here we used the Reuters terror new network dataset by produced
by Steve Corman and Kevin Dooley at Arizona State University and can be found at 1. It is based
on all stories released during T = 66 consecutive days by the Reuters news agency concerning the
09/11/01 attack on the U.S.. Nodes are words and edges represent co-occurence of words in a
sentence, in news. The network has N = 13, 332 nodes (different words) and 243, 447 edges. The
observations here are the nnewtij interactions indicating frequency of co-occurence between the pair of
words i, j at time t. We assumed that there are no interactions from the past, i.e. noldtij = 0 ∀t ∈ T .
Finally, there are no loops in the network, that is nnewtij = 0 for i == j. We run the Gibbs sampler
with 2K burn-in iterations followed by 8K samples. The model is able to capture the evolution
1http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/networks/data/CRA/terror.htm
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Figure 4: (Top) Mean and 90% credible interval for the weights of a subset of the nodes over time,
for the Reuters dynamic network. (Bottom) Observed number of interactions for the same set of
nodes over time.
Figure 5: (left) Mean and 90% credible interval for the sum of the weights over time and (right)
empirical degree distribution for the Reuters dynamic network.
of weights associated with each word in a fashion that agrees with the observed frequency of
interactions. For instance, in Figure 4 (top) the weights (words’ popularity) of “plane” and “attack”
(bottom figure) decrease over time, a trend that agrees with the evolution of the corresponding
observed counts (bottom figure). Moreover, the Bayesian approach enables us to have a measure of
the uncertainty on the weights. The top plots in Figure 4 show that the model provides a solution
with a good measure of uncertainty. The observed interaction counts is a strong evidence guiding
the inference. In Figure 5 (left) the mean of the sum of all the weights decreases over time aligning
with the decrease in the total node degree as provided by the observations.
Facebook For this experiment we used part of the undirected network of users from the Facebook
New Orleans [26]. A node represents a user and an edge represents a friendship between two users.
It consists of N = 5, 459 nodes and their friendship links over a period of T = 50 timestamps.
The network is unipartite and dynamic, but we only see appearance of nodes not disappearance.
We applied the full proposed model without the death process, i.e. ρ = 0 over time and all the
interactions nt−1ij from step t− 1 are transferred to step t. Note here that observations now are
the binary matrices of friendship links at each time t. We run the Gibbs sampler with 2K burn-in
iterations followed by 6K samples. We examined the model performance by choosing the top 5
nodes with the highest degree over all (most active) and plotted the evolution of the corresponding
sociabilities as inferred by the model and show in Figure 6 (left). The trend indicated by the weight
evolution agrees with the corresponding observed degree (middle); the degree increases as the
sociability increases. The uncertainty here quantified by the credible intervals is bigger compared
to the on in Reuters dataset; the evidence is existence or not of a link as opposed to the stronger
evidence provided in the Reuters dataset by the observed frequency of interactions.
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Figure 6: (Left) Mean and 90% credible interval for the sociability parameters of a subset of the
nodes, for the Facebook dynamic network. (Middle) Observed degree over time for the same subset
of nodes (Right) Sum of sociability parameters over time.
Figure 7: (Left) Mean and 90% credible interval for the sociability parameters of a subset of the
nodes, for the Wikipedia dynamic network. (Middle) Observed degree over time for the same subset
of nodes (Right) Sum of sociability parameters over time.
Wikipedia This dataset shows the evolution of hyperlinks between articles of the English
Wikipedia. It is a subset of the dataset found in [27]. The nodes N = 5, 768 represent arti-
cles. An edge indicates that a hyperlink was added connecting two articles. The evolution of links
is observed for T = 50 timestamps. We used the full proposed model and run the sampler for 2K
burn-on iterations followed by 8K samples. As shown in Figure 7 (middle), in this dataset a big
number of links are added “suddenly” after a period of observing an almost constant number of links
forming a piece wise constant node degree evolution. The proposed model appears to not capture
this trend completely. More specifically, the trend of having an almost fixed node degree forces the
model to infer a smooth evolution of the weights as also indicated by the inferred φ = 1, 902± 478.
The sudden addition of links suggests that a change point model might be more appropriate for
this dataset.
6 Discussion and extension
Continuous-time formulation using superprocess. The dynamic model described so far is
formulated for discrete time data. When the time interval between link observations is not constant,
it is desirable to work with dynamic models evolving over continuous-time instead. In this section,
we describe the continuous-time equivalent of the model described in section 2.1 and 2.2, based on
the Dawson-Watanabe superprocess.
Let (W (t))t≥0 be a Dawson-Watanabe superprocess [28, 29], where W (t) =
∑∞
i=1 wi(t)δθi where
wi(t) corresponds to the sociability of individual i at time t. We consider a birth-death point
process (linear death with immigration) for the interactions nij(t) between individuals i and j:
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Figure 8: Evolution of the weights as a realisation from the Dawson-Watanabe process
Pr(nij(t+ dt) = k + 1|nij(t) = k) =
{
2wi(t)wj(t)dt+ o(dt) i 6= j
wi(t)wj(t)dt+ o(dt) i = j
[birth]
Pr(nij(t+ dt) = k − 1|nij(t) = k) = ρnij(t)dt+ o(dt) [death]
Pr(nij(t+ dt) = k|nij(t) = k) = 1− (2wi(t)wj(t) + ρnij(t))dt+ o(dt)
Pr(nij(t+ dt) > k + 1 or nij(t+ dt) < k − 1|nij(t) = k) = o(dt)
Intuitively, new interactions arise from a non-homogeneous Poisson process with rate 2wi(t)wj(t).
Each interaction has a lifetime distributed from Exponential(ρ) and dies. The undirected graph at
time t is obtained with zij(t) = 1(nij(t) ≥ 1). Figure 8 shows a path from the Dawson-Watanabe
superprocess.
We have proposed a Bayesian nonparametric model for sparse dynamic networks based on the
theory of completely random measures. It outputs time-evolving values of weights, which can
then be effectively used to model time-varying sparse networks. Our experimental results provide
evidence that effectively modeling the evolution of weights through a dependent gamma process is
appropriate for a wide range of statistical applications. An interesting extension of the proposed
model would be to use the generalized gamma process and also consider bipartite graphs thus
allowing for a broader class of sparse networks as discussed in [13].
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1 Introduction
This paper contains supplementary material to the main paper “Bayesian nonparametrics for Sparse
Dynamic Networks”.
2 MCMC updates
The MCMC updates are summarized as follows:
1. Update the weights wti given the rest using Hamiltonian Monte Carlo.
2. Update the latent cti given the rest using Metropolis Hastings (MH).
3. Sample ct∗ for t = 1, . . . , T using MH.
4. Sample wt∗ for t = 1, . . . , T using MH.
5. Update hyperparameters α, φ, τ and ρ.
6. Update the latent counts ntij using MH.
Conditional Dt|{wti}Ki=1, wt∗ . Having introduced the auxiliary variables nnewtij , Dt represents
the set of the nodes that were chosen to construct the edges in the graph along with their multiplicity
mti =
∑K
j=1 n
new
tij + n
new
tji , i = 1, . . . ,K. In the conditional we consider d
∗
t ∼ Poisson
(
d∗t ; (w
∗
t )
2
)
where w∗t =
∑K
i=1 wti + wt∗.
P (Dt|{wti}Ki=1, wt∗) =
[ K∏
i=1
(wti
w∗t
)mi]
P (d∗t )
=
[ K∏
i=1
(wti
w∗t
)mi] (w∗t )2d∗t e−(w∗t )2
d∗t !
∝
[ K∏
i=1
wmiti
]
e−(
∑K
i=1 wti+wt∗)
2
,
where we used that 2d∗t =
∑K
i=1mi.
Update {wti}Ki=1|Dt, Ct, Ct−1, wt∗ Due to non-conjugacy we cannot sample directly from the
posterior. For that reason we use Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. The posterior is written:
P ({wti}Ki=1|Dt, Ct, Ct−1, wt∗) ∝ P (Dt|{wti}Ki=1, wt∗, γt)P ({wti}Ki=1|Ct, Ct−1)
∝
[ K∏
i=1
wmiti
]
e−(
∑K
i=1 wti+wt∗)
2
[ K∏
i=1
w
cti+ct−1i−1
ti e
−(2φ+τ)wti
]
where we used that P ({wti}Ki=1|Ct, Ct−1) =
∏K
i=1 Gamma(wti; cti + ct−1i, 2φ+ τ). For simplicity
we write:
P (wti|{wti}¬i, Dt, cti, ct−1i, wt∗) ∝ wcti+ct−1i+mi−1ti e−(
∑K
i=1 wti+wt∗)
2−(2φ+τ)wti
We use change of variables yi = logwti. The HMC algorithm requires computing the gradient
of the log-posterior which is:
[∇y1:K log p(y1:K |Dt, ct, ct−1i, wt∗)]i = (cti + ct−1i +mi)− wti(τ + 2φ+ 2γt
K∑
j=1
wtj + 2wt∗) (1)
1
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Acceptance ratio a = min(1, r). Setting w˜ti to be the proposal of the HMC, and wti the current
value of the sampler, we have:
r =
[ K∏
i=1
( w˜ti
wti
)mi+ct−1i+cti]
e−(
∑K
i=1 w˜ti+wt∗)
2+(
∑K
i=1 wti+wt∗)
2−(2φ+τ)(∑Ki=1 w˜ti+∑Ki=1 wti)
× e− 12
∑K
i=1 p˜
2−p2
where p is the momentum of the HMC algorithm.
Update cti|Wt,Wt+1 Metropolis Hastings steps:
p(ctk|wtk, wt+1k) ∝p(ctk|wtk)p(wt+1k|ctk) where,
p(ctk|wtk) =Poisson(ctk;φwtk)
p(wt+1,k|ctk, wtk) =
{
δ0(wt+1,k), if wtk = 0.
Gamma(wt+1,k; ctk, τ + φ), if wtk > 0.
For each node k present at time t and for t = 1, . . . , T and k = 1, . . .K sample ctk|wtk, wt+1k
considering cases: wt+1,k > 0 and wt+1,k = 0. If wt+1,k > 0, then we necessarily have ctk > 0
(i.e p(wt+1k = 0|ctk = 0) = 1) and use Metropolis-Hastings to sample ctk with a zero-truncated
Poisson as the proposal distribution, i.e. c˜tk ∼ zPoisson(φwk). Accept with probability
min
(
1,
Gamma(wt+1,k; c˜tk, τ + φ)
Gamma(wt+1,k; ctk, τ + φ)
)
.
If wt+1,k = 0, we only have two possible moves: ctk=0 or ctk = 1 with the following probabilities
P (ctk = 0|ωt+1,k = 0, ωtk) = exp(−φωtk)
exp(−φωtk) + φωtk exp(φωtk)(τ + φ) =
1
1 + φωtk(τ + φ)
P (ctk = 1|wt+1,k = 0, wtk) = φwtk exp(−φwtk)(τ + φ)
exp(−φwtk) + φwtk exp(φwtk)(τ + φ) =
φwtk(τ + φ)
1 + φwtk(τ + φ)
Note that the above Markov chain is not irreducible, as the probability is zero to go from a state
(ctk >,wt+1k > 0) to a state (ctk = 0, wt+1k = 0), even though the posterior probability of this
event is non zero, e.g. this event covers one of the cases when node k does not participate in any
links after time t. We can add such moves by jointly sampling (ctk, wt+1k). For each node k that
does not appear in interactions at time t + 1, sample c˜tk ∼ Poisson(c˜tk|φwtk) then set w˜t+1k = 0
if c˜tk = 0 otherwise sample w˜t+1k ∼ Gamma(w˜t+1k; ctk, φ+ τ). Accept the proposal (c˜tk, w˜t+1k)
with probability min(1, r), where:
r =
P (c˜tk, w˜t+1k|Dt+1, ct+1k)q(ctk, wt+1k|c˜tkw˜t+1k)
P (ctk, wt+1k|Dt+1, ct+1k)q(c˜tk, w˜t+1k|ctk, wt+1k)
=
P (Dt+1|w˜t+1k)P (ct+1k|w˜t+1k)P (w˜t+1k|c˜tk)P (c˜tk)Poisson(ctk;φwtk)Gamma(wt+1k; c˜tk, φ+ τ)
P (ctk, wt+1k|Dt+1, ct+1k)P (ct+1k|wt+1k)P (wt+1k|ctk)P (ctk)Poisson(c˜tk;φwtk)Gamma(w˜t+1k; ctk, φ+ τ)
=
( w˜t+1k
wt+1k
)mt+1k
w˜
˜ctk−ctk+ct+1k
t+1k w
˜ctk−ctk−ct+1k
t+1k (φ+ τ)
2(c˜tk−ctk)e−(w˜
2
t+1k−w2t+1k+(2R+φ)(w˜t+1k−wt+1k))(
Γ(ctk)
Γ(c˜tk)
)2
where R =
∑K
j=1¬k wt+1j + wt+1∗. Here m+1k = 0 since we would observe interactions otherwise.
Additional moves for {ctk, wt+1k} We need to add additional moves to the chain so that the
case of {ctk = 0, wt+1k > 0} is included. This is the case when a weight appears for the first time.
The only indication we have about the first time of appearance of this weight (node) is the time it
is first involved in an interaction as recorded by the structure m. This is done by considering the
reverse sampling step of the one described above.
2
Update nnewtikj , n
old
tkj |Zt,Wt, nt−1, noldt+1 For k = 1, . . . ,K and j > k we sample jointly the pair
(nnewtkj , n
old
tkj). More specifically, if Ztkj = 0 then n
new
tkj = n
old
tkj = 0 necessarily. If Ztkj = 1 sample
n˜oldtkj ∼ Binomial
(
n˜oldtkj ;nt−1kj , e
−ρ∆t
)
. If n˜oldtkj = 0 sample n˜
new
tkj ∼ zPoisson
(
n˜newtkj ; 2γtwtiwtj
)
,
otherwise sample n˜newtkj ∼ Poisson
(
n˜newtkj ; 2γtwtiwtj
)
. Accept (n˜newtkj , n˜
old
tkj) with probability min(1, r)
where
r =
p(noldt+1kj |n˜tkj)
p(noldt+1kj |ntkj)
=
n˜tkj !(ntkj − noldt+1kj)!
ntkj !(n˜tkj − noldt+1kj)!
(1− pi)n˜tkj−ntkj ,
with pi = e−ρ∆t and ntkj = nnewtkj + n
old
tkj .
Update ct∗|wt∗, wt+1∗ p(ct∗|wt∗, wt+1∗) ∝ p(ct∗|wt∗)p(wt+1∗|ct∗) Meropolis Hastings. Proposal
c˜t∗ ∼ Poisson(c˜t∗|φwt∗) and acceptance probability min(1, r) with
r =
Gamma(wt+1∗;α+ c˜t∗, φ+ τ)
Gamma(wt+1∗;α+ ct∗, φ+ τ)
=
(
(φ+ τ)wt+1∗
)c˜t∗−ct Γ(α+ ct)
Γ(α+ c˜t)
Update wt∗|Dt, {wtk}kct∗, ct−1∗, α, φ, τ Posterior:
p(wt∗|Dt, ct∗, ct−1∗, α, φ, τ) ∝ p(Dt|wt∗, {wtk}k)p(wt∗|ct∗, ct−1∗, α, φ, τ)
Metropolis-Hastings with proposal q(w˜t∗|wt∗) = Gamma
(
w˜t∗;α+ ct∗ + ct−1∗, τ + 2φ+ 2γt
∑K
i=1 wti + γtwt∗
)
and acceptance probability min(1, r) with
r =
e−γt(
∑K
k=1 wtk+w˜t∗)2
e−γt(
∑K
k=1 wtk+wt∗)2
e(2γt
∑K
k=1 wtk+γtwt∗)w˜t∗
e(2γt
∑K
k=1 wtk+γtw˜t∗)wt∗
(τ + 2φ+ 2γt∑Kk=1 wtk + γtw˜t∗
τ + 2φ+ 2γt
∑K
k=1 wtk + γtwt∗
)α+ct∗+ct−1∗
Update α given Wt, Ct−1, τ, φ Posterior:
p(α|Wt, Ct−1, φ, τ) ∝ p(α)
[ T∏
t=1
p(w∗t |c∗t−1, α, φ, τ)
]
.
where here w∗t =
∑K
i=1 wti + wt∗ and c
∗
t−1 =
∑K
i=1 ct−1i + ct−1∗. As such p(w
∗
t |c∗t−1, α, φ, τ) =
Gamma
(
w∗t ;α+ c
∗
t−1, τ + φ
)
. Use slice sampling with prior p(α) = Gamma(α; aα, bα). To improve
mixing we add a random walk Metropolis-Hasting’s step along with the slice sampling of α.
3
Conditional p(wt+1k|wtk, φ)
p(wt+1k|wtk, φ) =p(wt+1k = 0|wtk, φ)1wt+1k,0 +
∞∑
ctk=0
p(wt+1k|ctk, φ, τ)p(ctk|wtk, φ)
=
(
p(wt+1k = 0|wtk, ctk = 0, φ)p(ctk = 0) + p(wt+1k = 0|wtk, ctk = 1, φ)p(ctk = 1)
)
1wt+1k,0+
∞∑
ctk=0
p(wt+1k|ctk, φ, τ)p(ctk|wtk, φ)
=e−φwtk1wt+1k,0 +
∞∑
ctk=0
Gamma(wt+1k; ctk, φ+ τ)Poisson(ctk;φwtk)
=e−φwtk1wt+1k,0 +
∞∑
ctk=0
(φ+ τ)ctkwctk−1t+1k e
−wt+1k(φ+τ)
Γ(ctk)
(φwtk)
ctke−φwtk
ctk!
=e−φwtk1wt+1k,0 +
( ∞∑
ctk=0
1
ctk!Γ(ctk)
(2√wt+1kwtkφ(τ + φ)
2
)2ctk−1)
×
(φ(τ + φ)wtk
wt+1k
) 1
2
e−φ(wt+1k+wtk)−τwt+1k
=e−φwtk1wt+1k,0 + I−1
(
2
√
wt+1kφwtk(τ + φ)
)(φ(τ + φ)wtk
wt+1k
) 1
2
e−φ(wt+1k+wtk)−τwt+1k
where 1a,b = 1 if a = b, 0 otherwise and Ia is the modified Bessel function of the first kind, i.e.
Ia(x) =
∑∞
m=0
1
m!Γ(m+a+1) (
x
2 )
2m+a. In the same fashion we can show
p(wt+1∗|wt∗, α, φ, τ) =Iα−1
(
2
√
wt+1∗φwt∗(τ + φ)
)
(τ + φ)
a+1
2
(wt+1∗
φwt∗
)α−1
2 e−φ(wt+1∗+wt∗)−τwt+1∗
Update φ given Wt,Wt+1, τ, α Posterior:
p(φ|Wt,Wt+1, τ, α) ∝ p(φ)
T−1∏
t=1
[
p(wt+1∗|wt∗, φ, α, τ)
K∏
k=1
p(wt+1k|wtk, φ, τ)
]
with prior p(φ) ∝ Gamma(φ; aφ, bφ) where aφ, bφ are the shape and rate hyperparameters. Use
Metropolis-Hastings with proposal φ˜ = φeσ where σ > 0 and  ∼ N (0, 1). Accept with probability
min(1, r) where
r =
p(φ˜)
p(φ)
φ˜
φ
∏T
t=1
[
p(wt+1∗|wt∗, φ˜, α, τ)
∏K
k=1 p(wt+1k|wtk, φ˜, τ)
]
∏T
t=1
[
p(wt+1∗|wt∗, φ, α, τ)
∏K
k=1 p(wt+1k|wtk, φ, τ)
]
Update τ and ρ We use Metropolis Hasting random walk to update both parameters with priors
p(τ) = Gamma(aτ , bτ ) p(ρ) = Gamma(aρ, bρ)
and proposals
τ˜ = τeσ ρ˜ = ρeσ
correspondingly, where σ > 0 and  ∼ N (0, 1).
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